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Stick your tongue out and say
'Ah'.

7 lor'Ah'.

The curtains close at the end of
the performance.

.I. for end.

An eagle.

4 for eagle.

An old orange tree with a
broken branch.

t for old.

An old woman carrying a heavy
pack on her back.'Oomphl'

V for'O6mph!'

Cut the bread with a sharp
knife.

fi for cut.
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Simply a key.

* for key

Half a tennis court

= for court.

'::

Looks like a cook's hat.

, for cook.

There are three sardines in the
dish.

Jf for sardines.

ls the water in the kettle hot?

, for kettle.

A ship with two sails
y for ship.
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Soup is dribbling down his chin.

7 for soup.

t

Someone is setting the table.

{ for setting the table.

You need to sew on a button.

Y for sew.

A needle and two buttons.

)/ for two buttons. (A

Japanese person says'tsu' for
'two'.)
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A tadpole with one leg, soon to
become a frog.

, for tadpole.

A chicken's feather.

+ for chicken.
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This looks like a television
antenna.

7 for television antenna.

It's a totem pole.

t for totem pole.
A nut cracker.

t for nut cracker.
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These are two needles.
: for needles.

A noodle stuck between the
teeth.

7 for noodle.

You'll never find your way on

these roads.

i, for never.
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A needle and no button.

) for no.

Who is hungry?

7 for who.

The roof of the hut has a hole in
it.

/, \ for hut.

He is doing sit-ups.
B for he.
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This points in the direction of
'Heaven'.

  for Heaven.

It's not so hot when you sit in
the shade.

,h for hot.
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She is eating a muffin.
-? for muffin.

My cat scratched me.

q- for me.

A moose ate Part of a triangle.

L for moose.

A metal blade.

/ for metal.
With more fish-hooks, you can

catch more fish.

€ for more.

Drinking juice with a straw.
'Yummy!'

t for'Yummyl'
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Who is number 1? You!

A- for you.
A yoghurt container.

3 for yoghurt.
His moustache is very rough

, for rough.

There are reeds on the edge of
the pond.

, for reeds.

The legs of a kangaroo.

)V for kangaroo.
This record is broken.

V for record.
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An unusual square rock.

E for rock.
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A ship with one sail.

Y for one.

A baby with a new tooth crying
"Wa, wa...

V for "Wa, wa...

This is an ostrich.

V for ostrich.
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